
  Assembly instructions

Frame T-46
A) Supplied material

B) Mounting of the frame

     Make sure you have all the required material to assemble your frame.

     Place all the supplied pieces flat on a table.

1. To install the feet (otherwize skip this and go straight to step 2) : 
             Place the extrusion of the bottom of the frame face down. 
             Take the first foot, enter 2 screws in the 2 existing holes.
             All pieces were pre-drilled to facilitate the assembly. 

     1.1. Flip the foot on the other side while holding the screws in place and insert 1 junction plate. 
             Tighten the screws just 2 or 3 turns just an off to fix the plate. 
    1.2. Slide the foot in the extrusion slot. 
    1.3. Tighten the 2 screws with the Allen key.
    1.4. Repeat the exercise for the second foot. Replace the extrusion face up on the table.

• 4 extrusions T-46 

• 8 brackets (2 by corner) 
• 1 Allen key 

• 1 or 2 canvases 

• 2 feet (comes with 2 junction plates, 4 screws and 1 Allen key)
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See video on our channel! 

Click here!



  Assembly instructions

Frame T-46
B) Mounting of the frame (continued)

2. Insert 2 brackets at each end of the extrusion, then tighten with the Allen key.

3. Connect the vertical extrusions on each side. Screw the brackets on place to fix them solidly.

4. Add the brackets at the end of the vertical extrusions and screw them.

5. Complete the assembly of the frame by adding the extrusion of the top. Screw the brackets.
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6. To install the canvas, start by folding the silicone keder from the inside, on each side of the corner, then 

    insert the silicone keder into the slot of the frame. Finally put each corner of the canvas in the frame.

7. Then push in the central part of the silicone keder on each of the four sides. 

    Finish by smoothing the perimeter of the canvas so that the silicone is pressed evenly all over. 
    To remove the canvas, pull on the M&M Graphic label then the canvas will easily come off the frame.

    Note: If you have a second canvas to install, repeat steps 6 and 7.
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C) Installing the canvas in the frame


